ANOTHER YEAR IN BUSINESS

The Dancer’s Sole
The Dancer's Sole, located at 6 Main Street in Webster, opened
its doors in 2013 and enters 2022 happily celebrating nine years
in business. The studio was founded by well-recognized
choreographer, experienced instructor & performer, Kristen
Surprise St. Laurent. With more than 30 years of dance training
and nearly 20 years of teaching experience, Kristen is committed
to providing the highest quality dance education in a fun,
rewarding yet professional setting. The Dancer's Sole - also
known as "TDS" - has continued to grow each year and has
quickly become of the area's most popular schools for dance
education.
TDS offers classes in several dance genres: ballet, tap, jazz,
pointe, lyrical/contemporary, hip-hop, modern, acro-dance, and
musical theatre/Broadway dance. In 2021, The Dancer’s Sole
became certified in Acrobatic Arts, an internationally renowned
teaching certification for dance and acrobatics professionals.
Students of all ages are welcome, beginning as young as 18
months old, in both recreational and competitive programs.
Dancers can learn, create, and push themselves to their highest
potential within every class offered at The Dancer's Sole.

The studio's college-educated faculty includes Kristen
Surprise St. Laurent and her staff members: Greta Pearson;
Lori Hutchinson; Erin Katinas; and Abbie White. The studio's
teachers instill a genuine passion for the arts in their students
while providing a safe, enjoyable atmosphere in the
classroom.
In addition to their dance programs, the studio proudly
honors their newly founded mission, “TDS Gives Back.” Each
month, a different charitable cause or effort is supported by
the TDS to contribute and give back to the community. “TDS
Gives Back” fundraisers and campaigns have included:
gathering socks for cancer patients at UMASS; collecting
spare change for the American Red Cross; and creating
holiday cards for local nursing home & hospital patients, to
name a few.
Featuring two beautiful, recently renovated studio spaces
located conveniently on the Webster/Dudley line, The
Dancer's Sole strives to ensure that their students will be
treated as family. No matter what your child is seeking for
their dance experience, they will be sure to find it at TDS!

